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What you can do with Linux on iPaq 
Like any other handheld 
Any single function you may expect from a handheld is performed on the iPaq. Taking 
apart all the Linux’ clichés, this system is definitely user friendly, designed in a fashion 
to improve productivity and efficiencies. 
A sole example: whenever you move out from Pocket PC or Palm OS, you’ll be able to 
choose what kind of graphitizes you use. And if you’re a new user, you will even be able 
to design your own graphitizes (without learning imposed ones)   
 
So if you want ideas about how to use Linux on iPaq:  

Manage contacts.  Organize your time.  Surf the web. Send email.  Watch 
Movies.  Play Games.  Draw and view images.  Read documents.  Chat with 
friends.  Manage your files.  Beam your files.  Play the music you like. 

But more 
As every free open source projects, the main actors are not firms, but developer and so 
users who design and program what they miss. Simply that mean, you will never have to 
wait for bugs to be corrected and you will find all the improvements that can be afforded. 
 
So you’re going to show off your friends with: 

 Skin your handheld to any flavor.  Install a new application in a glimpse.  
Enjoy an intelligent battery handling.  Use the power of file abstraction through NFS. 

 Gain time with über-fast internet browser: konqueror. 

For developers 
And if you think something missing, you will be able to easily create it yourself. Of 
course easily doesn’t mean drag and drop but you’ll have freely access to every thing you 
may need (documented APIs, GUI designer…). And keep in mind that Linux on iPaq is a 
little browser of i386 Linux which tend to be easier platform to develop on. 
 
Using buzz-words, you will find: 
Easy port application you created for Linux on iPaq Linux. Build astonishing GUI which 
can support alpha transparency. 

Did we mention all that is free? 
No charges. Nothing more to add 
Why not starting right now downloading the required files (bootloader, bootopie, and 
their checksums) on http://familiar.handhelds.org/ ? So you’ll get Linux working in one 
hour and a half (this includes 30 minutes of transfer) 
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What you need to install Linux on iPaq 
Skills: this install is user-friendly 
This document supposes you have ease using computer but do not have any knowledge 
about Linux. Thus this is not a Linux tutorial: there are good ones over the Internet. So 
we will enlighten some atypical parts when using Linux on iPaq 

Time: achieve the install in 20 minutes and one 
big coffee break 
Installing the whole system takes roughly 1 hour and a half: 20 minutes interacting and a 
big to transfer the system from the PC to the handheld. 

Hardware required 
• a Window’s PC with an administrator account 

(Windows 2000, Windows XP)  
• an iPaq with backed up personal data 
• the power supply of the iPaq 
• a serial cable or cradle to connect the iPaq to the PC (the double USB / serial 

cables or cradle works) 
• an USB cable or cradle when connecting the iPaq to network 

Additional Hardware covered 
• PCMCIA extension port 
• PCMCIA wireless card (WiFi 802.11b) 
• Bluetooth 

Tested material 
• iPaq 3600 
• iPaq 3870 (with integrated Bluetooth) 
• Compaq PCMCIA extension port 
• Compaq PCMCIA wireless card 
• Serial Cradle 
• Serial and USB Cradle 
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Installing Linux as A, B, C! 
Installing the boot loader 

 

Return to BootBlaster. 
Using the flash menu : 
- save the Bootldr in gzip format and  
- save the WinCE in gzip format.

2. 

Using Microsoft ActiveSync transfer the files 
BootBlaster.exe and bootldr-2.18.01.exe to the 
iPaq. 

1. 
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Right now the new boot loader is installed. When you reset the iPaq, the boot loader will 
smartly find Win CE and shall decide to boot it.  

From the File Explorer, launch BootBlaster. 
Using the flash menu : 
Program the new boot loader (when ask 
provide the second file you copied) 
Then verify the boot loader 

Warning! Do not interrupt the process for 
any reason. Ensure you won’t get power loss 
or you’ll get a brick.  

4. 

Don’t Panic! Sometimes BootBlaster freeze 
while protecting the memory. If after 15 
seconds it didn’t move, you can safely reboot 
the iPaq and try again.  

Using ActiveSync transfer the two newly 
files to the PC and safely keep them in order 
to restore WinCE on the iPaq. 

3. 
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Installing the Linux image 

 

Configure a terminal application (Minicom on Linux or 
Microsoft HyperTerminal on Windows just fit) with 115’200 
bps, 8 data bits, no parity, 1 stop bit, no flow control. 

Note. Currently its is not possible 
to install Linux through an USB 
connection. 

Connect your iPaq to the computer with a serial 
link. 2. 

1. 
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Type boot in the terminal: installation is over 5. 
Don’t Panic! If the iPaq doesn’t boot, that mean the 
image was not correct. You just have to try another 
one and check your parameters. 

Type load root in the 
term and select the image.{gz 
| jffs2} to transfer in your 
terminal application. 

4. 

If you have a Compact Flash, 
you can type copy 
hda1:/image.gz root 
in the term to copy the image 
from the Compact Flash. 
(This is 10x faster) 

4’. 

While keeping pressed the center of the paddle, reset the iPaq, using the 
reset button below. 3. 
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Getting wired 
 
There is three way of connecting an iPaq to a network, with a serial link, with an USB 
link or using a wireless card. We choose to keep it simple. So after testing all the 
available connections we decided to focus on USB for its availability and performance.   

Connect through USB with a Windows PC 
Thanks to bahia21, Windows owns a USB-net driver to connect the Linux iPaq. You can 
download the driver from http://www.bahia21.com.  
Linux is loaded, now you can access a terminal from the serial port (like with the boot 
loader). We recommend you using it to edit files, this is much more user friendly. 
By default usb-net on the iPaq should be enable, but to ensure everything’s fine, we are 
first going to check. 

2. 

Edit the interfaces file with vi 
/etc/network/interfaces and 
ensure the highlighted part is present. 

1. 

Logon on with the terminal application 
with login root, password rootme 
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Now forget everything about the serial terminal you’ll be able to have a console thanks to 
SSH on the iPaq and even transfer file with SCP. 

Share your internet 
connection and configure the 
windows’ USB network 
interface to the IP of the 
gateway (point 2) 

5. 

Log out (using exit command). Unplug the serial link and plug the 
USB one. Windows should recognize a new device. Let him install the 
driver you downloaded form bahia21 

4. 

Type in the terminal: 
/etc/init.d/initd-usbnet stop 
then: 
/etc/init.d/initd-usbnet start 
echo ‘nameserver x.x.x.x’. > /etc/resolv.conf 
where x.x.x.x is IP of a DNS 

3. 
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Connect through USB with a Linux PC 
 
First we set up the iPaq like on the Windows’ USB part (please refer above for the three 
first items) 
 

 

Hints to connect with a PCMCIA wireless card 
Establishing a wireless connection on the iPaq is like on the PC. You should edit 
/etc/network/interfaces and use ifconfig, iwconfig. 

Hints to connect through serial 
Establishing a serial link between two Linux boxes is pretty well documented on the 
Internet. The iPaq doesn’t differ from another Linux Box. 
 
On windows, things get crispier: you should consider the iPaq as the PPP server, and the 
windows PC as a client (I know this doesn’t sounds normal). Unfortunately, Windows 
XP will refuse to bridge a serial client connection with its Internet connection, so you’ll 
have to use a HTTP proxy on the windows PC to get packages. 

Log out (using exit command). Unplug the serial link and plug the USB one. 
Run these commands on the host PC: 
insmod usbnet 
ifconfig usb0 192.168.0.200 netmask 255.255.255.255 
pointopoint \ 192.168.0.202  
  echo 1 > /proc/sys/net/ipv4/conf/eth0/proxy_arp 
  echo 1 > /proc/sys/net/ipv4/conf/usb0/proxy_arp 

4. 
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If you ever need to uninstall Linux 
You’re missing your former system? Linux on iPaq didn’t convince you? Restoring the 
former system is even easier than installing Linux on it. 

 

 

Configure a terminal application (Minicom on Linux or 
Microsoft HyperTerminal on Windows just fit) with 115’200 
bps, 8 data bits, no parity, 1 stop bit, no flow control. 

1. 

Connect your iPaq to the computer with a serial 
link  2. 
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Please note: we didn’t restore the former boot loader. You will not notice any change. 
This was decided to avoid a critical part. 
 
Don’t Panic! If you didn’t back up before installing Linux or if you destroyed you asset 
partition, there are stills ways of restoring everything. Those situations are not covered by 
this documentation so please refer to http://www.handhelds.org/handhelds-
faq/wincerestoration.html 
  

Type boot wince in the terminal: installation is over 5. 

Type load root in the 
term and select the wince.gz 
(you’ve created at the 
beginning of this document) 
to transfer in your terminal 
application. 

4. 

If you have a Compact Flash, 
you can type copy 
hda1:/image.gz root 
in the term to copy the image 
from the Compact Flash. 
(This is 10x faster) 

4’. 

While keeping pressed the center of the paddle, reset the iPaq, using the 
reset button below. 3. 
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Choosing an interface Opie or GPE? 
What is Opie? 
Opie is a fork from the commercial project Qtopia1 (created by Trolltech who also 
develop QT). In some point it is comparable to KDE. 
Opie is interesting by the number of applications it proposes, by the quality of the 
interfaces and because you can easily port application to it which were developed with 
QT (on windows, Linux and Mac OS X). 
An interesting feature is that Opie uses the iPaq’s framebuffer to display. 

What is GPE? 
GPE wants to be a Free Software GUI for the GNU Linux handhelds. (This remembers 
Gnome’s philosophy). GPE is based on the X Windows system and use GTK+. 
As Opie it furnishes the (standardized) infrastructures to develop your applications. 
This infrastructures extend from GUI, PIM storage and SQL basics. 

Choosing 
Unfortunately, this guide is not going to support both interface. 
When talking about ease of use, GPE just lack it. GPE is just another Linux Interface 
which is not integrated, has no user focus and it’s as much adapted to handhelds as Opie 
is. 
Opie just give the user what he is expecting: a beautiful interface (in term of color, fonts 
and anti-aliasing), lots of apps with standard menu and interface. 
But please remember GPE is quite young and it has a really good potential. 
 
 

                                                 
1 Qtopia is available as default system on the Sharp Zaurus 
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Starting using Linux on iPaq 
Logging in on Opie 

Managing your PIM 

 

Right now, you can manage all your PIM : 
you’ll find all the main application in the 
Pim tab. 

 

This is your first good step with Linux on 
iPaq. Please don’t be afraid : it’s Unix 
like : you have to login. 
User: root 
Password: rootme 
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Install a new application (or package) 

 

Customize your graphitizes 

 

Using last point install the package opie-
handwriting-graffitiset 
 
Open the pad and click on the pencil 
 
From the popup choose Graffiti as a 
character profile. 

 

From the Settings tab choose Software. 
 
Update the list of packages available 
using the menu Package, Update. 
 
Browse the package feeds and tap the 
new ones you want. 
 
Then commit, with the menu Package, 
Apply. 
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Open a remote console to the iPaq 
 Remember that it’s still possible to use a serial terminal to have a shell on the iPaq, but 
this isn’t practical, because you may want to connect to the Internet while having a 
console. 
There’s a SSH server running on the iPaq, so you just have it to get wired an connect to 
its IP address. (You can also use SCP to copy files rapidly to your handheld) 
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Troubleshooting 
With the boot loader 
Sometimes the boot loader gunzipping algorithm fails, always try to upload an gunzipped 
image when it fails. 

Network problems 
 
The USB network on windows isn’t yet very stable, rebooting both systems when the 
networks connection couldn’t be established really help. Try also to put the iPaq to sleep 
and restore it. 


